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Press Release – for immediate release
A unique tribute to a legend. Following a one-off, sell-out show at the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival, Tim Vine is bringing Plastic Elvis to Worthing this
October.

Audiences will no doubt know Tim Vine, famous for his sellout stand-up shows
and endless supply of jokes, but they’ll never have seen him quite like this. By
this, we mean Plastic Elvis; a sincere and stellar tribute show to The King
himself. He’s joined by special guests, John Archer as Big Buddy Holly and
songwriting legend David Martin, who wrote songs for the real Elvis Presley.
Their moves and grooves will be recreated at the Pavilion Theatre on Tuesday
12 October 2021, 7:30pm.

Backed by an amazing five-piece, The High Noon Band, Tim Vine AKA Plastic
Elvis will shake, smoulder, and try to control his hair. The show may even
contain moves that Plastic Elvis himself isn’t expecting! But by the end of the
night, he’ll have broken your heart by belting out some of the actual Elvis’
greatest hits. This show has been a long time coming. As Vine says, “This isn’t a
stand up show, but a concert dedicated to my favourite performer. When I
was eleven years old, I would stand in front of my bedroom mirror and mime
to the whole of 1972’s Elvis: As Recorded at Madi-son Square Garden album.
This is a tribute act that is forty years in the making. Well, the waiting is over. It’s
time to go public.”

Vine is renowned as a comedian who has performed sell-out shows in the UK
and beyond, and his latest tour Sunset Milk Idiot, which came out to rave
reviews. Typically a merchant of the silliest of silly gags, Vine’s enormous
catalogue of material has been preserved for posterity in books like The
Biggest Ever Tim Vine Joke Book and The Tim Vine Bumper Book of Silliness.

He won Best Joke at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe, twice, and has most
recently been seen on BBC1 in Tim Vine Travels Through Time, on ITV hosting
the quiz Football Genius, and on Dave in Taskmaster. He also hosts the Tim
Vine Chat Show on BBC Radio 4 and acts a fool on his new nonsensical
YouTube channel, Tim Vine Televisual (TVTV). Please remember that this is not
a stand-up comedy show, rather a childhood dream come true! Vine is here
to swing his hips, shimmy and recreate an authentic Elvis concert experience.

Tim Vine is Plastic Elvis at the Pavilion Theatre on Tuesday 12 October 2021,
7:30pm. Tickets are available from £27.50. For more information on this or any
of the events, visit www.wtam.uk or call the WTM Box Office on 01903 206 206.

http://www.wtam.uk
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"His charisma stunned me" - Plastic Elvis fan

"From the opening fanfare to the emotional finale I was hooked" - The other
fan
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NOTES TO EDITORS

WTM
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram: @wtmworthing
Website: wtam.uk
Box Office Phone: 01903 206 206

Tim Vine
Twitter: @RealTimVine
Website: timvine.com
Video highlights: timvine.com/videos
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EVENT LISTING

Tim Vine is Plastic Elvis
Date: Tuesday 12 October 2021
Time: 7:30pm
Venue: Pavilion Theatre, Marine Parade, Worthing BN11 3PX
Tickets: £27.50
Link: wtam.uk/events/tim-vine-is-plastic-elvis
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